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At The Crimson Label, we have a passion for beauty and 
helping people feel and look their best. Beauty Supply 
Stores leave so much to be desired, so we set out to secure 
the best in Premium 100% Virgin Human Hair. We formed 
The Crimson Label based on the confidence that we could       
offer consumers consistence in hair quality and exceptional 
customer experience. Our goal is to build a strong brand 
based on consistency,  reliability and trust while forming 
long-lasting relationships with our customers.

Crafting a joyous hair experience is our passion. To   realize 
this, we stay on trend with the latest products in the mar-
ket; we offer premium virgin hair extensions from 10 to 40 
inches, Lace Closures, Clip-ins, Tape-ins and Micro-links 
and strive to provide an exceptional customer experience.  
Our hair is compatible with all hair types, and can be sealed, 
permed, and color treated. We offer Brazilian, Indian,      
Eurasian, Malaysian, Peruvian and Russian hair extensions.

The Crimson Label’s hair seamlessly blends with all textures 
of hair, providing a natural appearance. With proper main-
tenance, our hair can last 1 to 2 years.The Crimson Label 
proudly offers an on-line beauty destination for convenient 
ordering, 24-hours a day/7-days a week. Our hair is natural 
in appearance resulting in the most optimal hair enhance-
ment. Additionally, we offer worldwide shipping, custom 
coloring, and affiliate opportunities. Our brand of premium 
hair is responsible for helping our clients to achieve an 
enhanced natural appearance.

About US



The Crimson Label extensions are the BEST hair extensions on 
the market. Our hair is unprocessed virgin hair full and thick from 
root to tip. The intact cuticles ensures that our extensions behave 
like your own natural hair and guarantee resilience, luster and 
seamless usability. Crimson Label Hair is bouncy, light weight 
and strong and can last over one year with proper care & main-
tenance.  The Crimson Label hair blends seamlessly with all hair 
types and textures to include African, European and Latin Hair.
 
Let the Crimson Label enhance your natural beauty by providing 
volume, color and additional length. With hair up to 40” in length, 
that can be colored, blow-dryed, curled, flat-ironed, wand curled 
the styling possibilities are endless
 
Our wefts have been constructed to maintain every strand, pre-
venting issues with shedding. The hair is machine tied into wefts. 
The hair undergo initial inspection and refinement, and quality 
confirmation prior to arrival to our facility. Upon arrival, the hair is 
re-inspected, pre-packaged and stored.  to preserve its integrity 
and to optimize moisture. Prior to shipping to customers, the hair 
is then re-inspected and any not on par with our standards isn’t 
shipped out.

The Crimson Label

World Wide Distribution      



The Crimson Difference

Why Does This Matter?

Crimson Label Hair is 100% Premium Human Hair
Our hair is natural 100% premium virgin human hair natural 
from root to tip. Our hair has never been altered, mixed, or 
chemically processed. We guarantee that all of our hair is au-
thentically human with ends that taper and appear convincingly 
natural.

Every piece is One Length throughout
Crimson Label Hair is inspected to ensure that we provide the 
absolute best quality available on the market. No mixing of hair 
types or lengths is involved, each weft is collected from one sin-
gle donor in their natural length.

Crimson Label Hair has all Cuticles Intact & Aligned
Each piece of Crimson Label Hair has all cuticles in tact and 
aligned in the same direction. Our hair is completely natural, 
and not chemically processed or coated in any way.

All Crimson Label Hair is Double-Wefted
All Crimson Label Hair is double-wefted which makes it very 
resilient, thereby increasing performance and longevity. 

Other hair is not 100% Human Hair
Other companies, sell hair that has been mixed with animal 
hair, or synthetics in order to reduce the price.

Other Hair has Mixed Lengths
Other companies, to cut cost mix lengths together to make 
the wefts appear full so when it arrives, it appears attractive 
but upon opening the weft is poor quality, sparse and sheds 
profusely.

Other Hair has Stripped Cuticles
Other companies sell hair with stripped cuticles and chemical 
coatings reduce tangling, bird’s nesting and matting for the 
short-term. In the package the hair looks sleek, silky and shiny, 
but once the chemical is washed away the hair mats, bird’s nest 
and tangles badly.

Other Hair doesn’t Last
Other companies’ hair will last a few weeks until shedding, 
matting, tangling and texture changes. Some hair may even 
shed straight from the package.

Crimson Label Hair Lasts!
Our hair will last over 1-year with proper care and maintenance 
demonstrating the same top-performance as the day it was     
purchased.

Crimson Label Hair offers Consistent Products
Crimson operates with integrity as our hair is consistently 
100g-108g which equates to approximately four (4) ounces for 
each weft or bundle. 

Crimson Label Hair has chemical-free texture process
Our hair is 100% virgin, no chemicals are used whatsoever. A 
proprietary steam process is used to achieve defined textures and 
variety of curl patterns. 

Crimson Label Hair offers maximum styling flexibility
Crimson Label Hair is very versatile, so changing up your look 
is super-easy and after washing the original texture returns;
• Wand Curl your hair for glamorous, trendy coils.
• Flat Iron your hair for a sleek, straight, modern
• Curl or Wave your hair with a flat iron or marcel 
   irons for a classic 70’s style.
• Roller-set your hair for bouncy, flexible curls that last.

Other Hair has Poorly been poorly constructed 
Other companies, sell single-wefted or poorly constructed 
hair, though it may be a personal preference the single-weft 
hair wefts are not as strong and do not last. Some vendors are 
truthful and disclose the fragility of these wefts and that they 
are prone to shedding immediately.

Other Hair doesn’t Last
Other companies’ hair will last a few weeks until shedding, 
matting, tangling and texture changes. Some hair may even 
shed straight from the package.

Other Hair offer Inconsistent Products 
Other companies offer inconsistent hair weights and cheaper 
prices to account for price difference thereby cheating you out 
of your investment

Other Hair has harmful chemicals
Other companies use chemicals and harmful toxins to process 
their hair.



Scarlett is our flagship collection of premium 
Brazilian Hair. Naturally lustrous hair, that is soft, tan-
gle-free.  This collection offers the most styling flexibility 
with diverse mix of textures and curl patterns. Scarlett is 
prized for its natural luster and body it takes less hair to 
achieve a full, natural appearance. Scarlett is available 
in lengths starting from 10” up to 40” in natural virgin 
color 1b. 

Styles: Afro Curl, Kinky Curl, Deep Wave, Wavy, Loose 
Wave, Natural Wave, Straight 
Types: Machine-made Wefts, Bulk Hair (for braiding), 
Clip-Ins, Lace Closures, and Silk-Base Closures

Flame  is our collection of premium Indian Hair 
available on the market. This collection features hair 
that is smooth, soft, and thick. The hair boasts tons of 
body and is one of the easiest collections to blend with 
most hair types. Available machine-wefted and lace clo-
sures. Flame is available in lengths starting from 10” up 
to 40” in natural virgin color 1b. 

Styles: Wavy, Straight
Types: Machine-made Wefts, Lace Closures

The Crimson Label’s six (6) collections of Premium 
100% Virgin Human Hair offer a wide range of styling 
options with hair able to transform from sleek straight, 
to luscious waves, and transition to opulent curls. Nat-
ural from root to tip, with cuticles aligned and intact, this 
guarantees remarkable performance allowing our hair 
collections to blend seamlessly with most hair types.

 The Crimson Label Hair Collections

Cerise  is our collection of premium Malaysian 
Hair. Soft, silky and shiny is the best way to describe 
this texture. Cerise hair is very manageable and holds 
curls flawlessly without the use of product.  Cerise is 
available in lengths starting from 10” up to 30” in natural 
virgin color 1b. 
Styles/Curl Patterns: Natural Wave, Deep Wave, Wavy
Types: Machine-made Wefts, Lace Closures



 The Crimson Label Hair Collections

Lust  is our most exclusive collection of premium 
Russian Hair. Naturally plush in appearance, our rare 
Russian Hair is rich, sleek and resilient. The wefts are con-
structed with exceptional care to preserve the silky straight 
texture. Though this hair is offered in a silky straight it’s 
versatile as it can be styled at whim, flawlessly and great 
for achieving long-lasting curls. Lust is available in lengths 
starting from 10” up to 40” in natural virgin color 1b. 

Styles/Curl Patterns: Straight
Types: Machine-made Wefts

Vermillion  is our most exotic texture avail-
able. The Crimson Label’s premium Peruvian hair is the 
highest quality. Simply put it’s absolutely beautiful. Though 
full in texture it is extremely soft, and manageable with a 
feathery light feel. Vermillion is available in lengths start-
ing from 10” up to 30” in natural virgin color 1b.

Styles/Curl Patterns: Wavy and Straight
Types: Machine-made Wefts, Bulk Hair, Lace Closures, 
and Silk-Base Closures

Carmine is our collection of premium Eurasian 
Hair. Luscious and full of body, the Carmine Collection us-
ing a chemical-free, cutting edge steam process this hair 
is full of body boasts luxurious and supple waves. Car-
mine is available in lengths starting from 10” up to 30” in 
natural virgin color 1b. 

Styles/Curl Patterns: Fiji Wave, Deep Wave
Types: Machine-made Wefts, Bulk Hair, Lace Closures, 
and Silk-Base Closures



Shanell S. Davis
Shanell S. Davis, Principal and Director of Brand Management launched The Crimson Label in 
2013. Her obsession with hair began as a child, but it was ultimately her diagnosis in 2007 with 
hypothyroidism and subsequent hair loss that reignited her passion for hair.  Distressed as a 
person with a long healthy mane her entire life, she began years of research and training in the 
science of hair and sought alternative methods for hair care and hair replacement. As an expert in 
hair extensions and extension maintenance, Shanell decided to combine her talent, passion and 
creativity to concentrate on what truly brings happiness and fulfillment— hair and beauty. With the 
development of Crimson, Shanell felt confident that she could provide customers with a premium 
product, superior service and education. 
A native of Washington, D.C., Shanell is a veteran businesswoman starting her first company at 
26 years years-old in her basement with just $1,000 and a vision. Crimson offers the freedom to 
be her best self and bring her passion for hair, beauty and fashion full circle. It is her desire that 
clients absolutely love their hair, and are able to achieve maximum flexibility with Crimson’s variety 
of textures and curl patterns. Her personal motto is “When you look your best, you feel your best 
and when you feel your best, you do your best”.
A visionary force behind the Crimson brand, with a hands-on approach, to every function of the 
business Shanell is responsible for quality assurance from production to completion. Her goal is to 
ensure that Crimson provides best in class premium virgin hair extensions and top notch customer 
service to clients. She is likewise, actively involved in all creative efforts to include directing and 
styling photo shoots, executing ad campaigns and approving all marketing copy. Shanell has a 
Master of Arts in Procurement & Acquisitions Management from Webster University and a Bache-
lor of Science in Psychology from the University of the District of Columbia. She is also a Certified 
Professional Contracts Manager (CPCM) and Certified Federal Contracts Manager (CFCM).

Follow Shanell on Instagram @iamladycrimson



Celebrity Stylists 

Robert Carter

Travolta Williams

A professional hair stylist for just over two (2) years, Robert uses hair as his canvas, bringing a 
distinctive aesthetic and fresh approach to draw out each client’s unique beauty. Hair is his gift 
and he loves the process of transforming someone from start to finish. He understood from an 
early age that hair is the ultimate accessory, and that great hair breeds confidence. Mastery of 
advanced techniques in coloring, cutting, styling, hair extensions, and wig making has forced 
the hair industry to take notice. Most recently, his work was featured in two (2) distinguished 
publications, namely Vanity Fair and Vogue.
Truly passionate about his craft, he is a Trendsetter. It’s his personal goal to continue to grow 
and excel in his craft and to ultimately share his knowledge. For just under a year, Robert was 
mentored by Celebrity Hair Stylist Tokyostylez, in this capacity he traveled extensively working 
as an educator for hair extensions and color, throughout the U.S.
“The Crimson Label is my go to brand for hair extensions and closures. I use Crimson 
Label Hair to construct my custom units and recommend it to all of my VIP clients. The 
wefts are well-constructed, the hair is soft, styles seamlessly and it lasts.”
 – Robert Carter

Celebrities
- OMG Girls
- Sevyn Streeter

Television
- Early Morning Show
- World Music Awards 
- Super Bowl Celebration

This Internationally renowned hairstylist is making his mark as one of today’s beauty Industry’s 
finest. With his exceptional artistic vision and impeccable attention to detail, Travolta prides 
himself on his ability to revitalize all whom grace his chair. With over twenty (20) years of experi-
ence, his vast knowledge in precision cutting, this fine colorist has elongated his artistic abilities 
by taking hair extensions to elevated levels. Whether your request is for classic, contemporary, 
or avant-garde hair, Travolta delivers. . He continues to perfect his skills through training and 
extensive travel across the world working on photo shoots, runways, television and movie sets 
across the world.
“The Crimson Label’s hair extensions are the best! The hair boasts tons of body, it holds 
curls well and is the preferred brand for my diverse range of my clientele.”
 – Travolta Williams

Celebrities 
- Patti LaBelle 
- Aretha Franklin 
- Deneyce Graves
- CeCe Winans  

Awards 
- Golden Scissor Award (2000-04)
- Male “Stylist” of the Year
- Male Overall Performance of The Year
- Grammy Awards



Celebrity Stylists Featured in...



Contact The Crimson Label 

For press and media inquires, please contact:
customercare@thecrimsonlabel.com

1-844-427-4676


